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 Increase the heat units for ripening where the 

heat outdoors is not sufficient.

 Bring premium grapes to market before your 

outdoor competitors.

 Provide a more moderate environment in which 

to overwinter varieties that would suffer winter 

injury outdoors.



Wuhai

Harbin



• Overhead space

• Side space

• Ventilation

• Walking space

• Vine training

• Growth management

• Fruit exposure

• Trunk renewal

• Winter survival



12  m (width)  

50  m (length)  

3.2 m (height)



Overhead space

 Ceiling height 3+ meters; no shoots touching

 Side space

 0.5 m between sidewall and the shoots; no shoots 

touching

Walk space

 2.3 m row spacing

 Ventilation

 Fans

 Open ends or sides of plastic house





 Vines planted at very close spacing within the row, 
0.6 meters apart, and in side-by side pairs

 400+ vines per house!

 Narrow vertical cordon takes advantage of ceiling 
height

 Pairs of side wires are spaced 0.5 m apart at the 
bottom and 1+ meter apart at the top

 Side wires:
 Allow the vertical cordons to be  spread to both sides of 

row   

 Take advantage of the ceiling height, keeping the canopy 
narrow down low and allowing it to fan out at the ceiling 

 Only 3-5 buds allowed to fruit (note that these are 
large clustered table varieties)



 Vine management or green pruning tasks are 

done at least 5 times per season to maintain 

vertical orientation:

 Shoot positioning, tipping, and hedging to 

prevent horizontal spread

 Leaf removal to keep fruiting zone (which is 

down low on the vine) well exposed to the sun

 Trunk renewal to maintain small vine size

 Trunk life is only 2-3 years before being replaced







 The Wuhai greenhouse:

 Permanent walls on the west, north, and east sides

 Outer brick wall and an inner concrete wall, with an 

air space 1.2 meters between filled with insulation

 Poly is stretched over this frame to create the south 

sloping roof and south wall.

 5 cm thick mat made from densely packed swamp 

reeds is rolled out over the poly to completely cover 

the roof

 The result: temperatures above 0o C all winter 




